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2 5
a b s t r a c t

26This paper presents the development and validation of a one-dimensional radial turbine model able to be
27used in automotive turbocharger simulations. The model has been validated using results from a numer-
28ical 3D CFD simulation of stationary and pulsating flow in a variable geometry radial turbine. As the CFD
29analysis showed, the main non-quasi-steady behavior of the turbine is due to the volute geometry, so
30special care was taken in order to properly model it while maintaining low computational costs. The flow
31in the volute has been decomposed in its radial and azimuthal direction. The azimuthal flow corresponds
32to the flow moving along the volute, while the radial flow is computed by coupling its flow with a stator
33model. Although the stator caused fewer accumulation effects than the volute, a small accumulation
34model has been used for it, which also allows to compute the evolution of the flow inside the turbine with
35lower costs. The flow in the moving rotor can be considered quasi-steady, so a zero-dimensional model
36for the rotor has been developed. Several losses models where implemented for both the stator and the
37rotor. The results show good agreement with the CFD computations.
38� 2014 Published by Elsevier Ltd.
39

40

41

42 1. Introduction

43 Turbocharged engines date back to the 1920’s, starting with air-
44 craft engines and big ship engines, and it is a well-established tech-
45 nology. During the last two decades, tighter emission regulations
46 and rising fuel costs have been driving engine manufacturers to
47 use turbochargers in an ever-increasing number. This has led to
48 the parallel development of fast zero-dimensional and one-dimen-
49 sional computational codes for engine simulation that allows man-
50 ufacturers to improve their designs. The usual assumption while
51 computing turbochargers attached to one-dimensional gas
52 dynamic codes is to simulate them in a quasi-steady manner using
53 gas-stand measured maps.
54 Quasi-steady simulations based in turbine maps present three
55 main drawbacks: no extrapolation capabilities, heat transfer and
56 mechanical losses coupling with the measured performance and
57 efficiency and result discrepancies when simulating pulsating flow.
58 Some authors have devoted great efforts in the last decade to the
59 research and development of codes that not only simulates the tur-
60 bocharger in a quasi-steady manner, but also extrapolate turbine
61 maps [1]. [2] presented a physically-based methodology to extrap-

62olate turbine maps. Heat transfer properties of turbochargers can
63be determined and used to compute the behavior of the turbo-
64charger under arbitrary temperature conditions [3–6]. Mechanical
65losses models show also an important role in the prediction of tur-
66bocharger performance under both steady-state and pulsating flow
67conditions [7,8]. To address the main effects in turbine perfor-
68mance under unsteady flow, both experimental and numerical
69tests must be carried out. The general opinion is that the impeller
70can be treated as quasi-stationary, whereas almost all the accumu-
71lation and wave effects are located in the volute [9,10]. [11] tested
72the influence of the volute geometry in turbine performance under
73steady and unsteady conditions, showing differences in the
74observed behavior between steady-state and unsteady tests.
75Although done for a radial compressor, [12] showed big effects in
76compressor performance due to variations in its volute geometry
77using CFD simulations.
78Different authors cope with radial turbine unsteadiness in dif-
79ferent ways. One of the typical assumptions can be seen in the
80work from [13], where the volute is simulated using a one-dimen-
81sional tapered pipe of a certain length, while solving the rotor
82using a quasi-steady model. More recently, [14] predict single
83entry turbine performance with a one-dimensional model coupled
84with a mean-line model of the rotor. In their model, the volute is
85approximated by an straight duct with a length of half the real
86volute length and the rotor is also modeled using an straight pipe,
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87 with two pressure drop boundaries. The results from the one-
88 dimensional calculation are then used with a mean-line model of
89 the rotor to compute its efficiency. [15] compute the whole turbine
90 using one-dimensional sub-models, adding appropriate source
91 terms in the rotor to take into account its rotational movement,
92 but uses an equivalent, half-length one-dimensional volute duct.
93 A comprehensive overview of the different methods developed
94 up to the year 2010 can be found in [16].
95 The research team from which the authors form part has a long
96 history of one-dimensional ICE code development dating back to
97 1984, going up to the latest developments in heat transfer and
98 mechanical losses modeling in turbochargers1 [5,7]. The prior tur-
99 bine model developed by this research team, while satisfactorily

100 used in ICE simulations and capable of predicting the turbine
101 unsteady behavior, has some quirks for map extrapolation and
102 high-frequency response. This has led to the development of a new
103 model more able at transient and high-amplitude pulsating flow
104 applications, which has proven to give better mass flow rate and tur-

105bine power output oscillation amplitude predictions during high fre-
106quency and high amplitude simulations.
107This work is divided as follows: first, a basic description of the
108model is shown; second, the model is validated against CFD
109results; then, the main conclusions are presented; finally, the
110model is described in detail in an Appendix A.

1112. Model description

112The objective of the model described in the present work is to
113properly simulate the behavior of a radial automotive turbine
114under unsteady operation with a small computational cost. The
115research group from which the authors of this paper form part
116has satisfactorily developed a prior adiabatic automotive turbine
117model, as can be seen in the work from [17]. The model is corrected
118due to heat losses with a nodal model as shown in [5]. Although
119this model shows good results in realistic test cases, as can be seen
120in [18], its response starts to degrade at high frequencies and its
121extrapolation capabilities are limited when a low number of points
122from the turbine map is available. In order to improve its response
123at high frequencies, an improved volute model is needed; to
124improve its extrapolation capabilities, a better model of the stator

Nomenclature

A area, m2

a speed of sound, m s�1

B:C. boundary condition
CFD computational fluid dynamics
cv specific heat capacity at constant volume, J kg�1 K�1

cp specific heat capacity at constant pressure, J kg�1 K�1

e specific internal energy, J kg�1

h specific enthalpy, J kg�1

ICE internal combustion engine
n polytropic coefficient
p pressure, Pa
R gas constant, J kg�1 K�1

r radius, m
s specific entropy, J kg�1 K�1

T temperature, K
t time, s
u speed, m s�1

V volume, m
_W power, W
x length, position, m
y height, m

Vectors and matrices
AIC aerodynamic influence coefficients matrix
C source terms vector
F flow terms vector
n unitary normal vector, m
o stator reference frame origin, m
p point position, m
s point position, m
w state vector

Subscripts
bc boundary condition
bl blade
ch choked, critic flow
i cell number
in inlet
loss losses

NASA NASA losses model
o origin
opt optimum
out outlet
psg passage losses model
ref reference quantity
rel relative
rt rotor
sink sink singularity
st stator
t total or stagnation conditions
vortex vortex singularity
w volute window
0 domain inlet
1 turbine inlet
2 stator inlet
3 stator outlet
4 rotor outlet
5 turbine outlet
6 domain outlet

Greek symbols
a absolute flow angle, rad
b relative flow angle, rad
D difference, step, length
C vortex strength, m2 s�1

c specific heat capacities ratio
k pressure propagation speed, m s�1

x rotational speed, rad s�1

s tangential component
q density, kg m�3

h angle, rad

Overbar
� mean value
_ time-derivative
� corrected value

1 The code developed by this team is available under a copyleft license at http://
www.openwam.org for peer-review by other researchers.
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125 and rotor is required. In order to not penalize the simulation time
126 when connected to a full engine model, its computational speed is
127 also critical: it is expected that one-dimensional engine models
128 will be used in the near future for hardware-in-the-loop simula-
129 tions, which are nowadays done with quasi-steady models as seen
130 in the work from [19]. A model that can compute the entropy gen-
131 eration of the different elements of the turbine is desirable and
132 should allow to develop methods to minimize those inefficiencies,
133 such as in the work from [20].
134 The model described in this paper has been fed with data from a
135 CFD campaign made by the authors’ research group, whose results
136 where published in [10]. In that work, an automotive radial turbine
137 was simulated with straight ducts attached to its inlet and outlet,
138 behaving similarly to a turbine in a turbocharger gas stand. The dif-
139 ferent sections considered in the computational domain are
140 described in Table 1:
141 The simulated boundary conditions were of constant pressure
142 at the domain outlet and sinusoidal in total pressure with isentro-
143 pic evolution of total temperature at the domain inlet. Several
144 pressure oscillation frequencies were used. The results from these
145 simulations were used to calibrate and validate the model devel-
146 oped in the present work. A scheme of the CFD domain is shown
147 in Fig. 1, where some of the sections where the flow variables were
148 monitored are drawn. The sections are described in Table 1.
149 The model is fully presented in Appendix A, and a shallow
150 explanation is exposed in the following paragraphs. The simplified
151 model consists of the following parts:

152 � One-dimensional ducts: the small turbine inlet duct before the
153 volute tongue, the turbine outlet duct and the volume of the
154 stator (where small accumulation effects may appear).
155 � One-dimensional duct with source terms generated by radial
156 flow: the volute.
157 � Constant stagnation enthalpy elements: the stator nozzles.
158 � Constant rothalpy element: the rotor.
159

160 The section numbering used in Table 2 is maintained for consis-
161 tency purposes, but other boundaries between elements appear,
162 such as the connection between the turbine inlet duct and the
163 volute or the recirculating connection in the volute tongue.
164 All the one-dimensional elements are solved using a high-reso-
165 lution (see [21]), Riemann-solver (such as in the work from [22] or
166 [23]) based finite-volume method:
167

d �wi

dt
¼ d
dt

�
q
q �u

q �cv �Tþq �u2=2

0
B@

1
CA

i

¼
Ai�1;i �F i�1;i�Ai;iþ1 �F i;iþ1þC i
� �

Vi

ð1Þ169169

170 where the density qi, the temperature Ti and the speed ui are the
171 mean values at the cell i;Vi is the cell volume, Ai�1;i and the surface
172 that is in contact between cells i� 1 and i. F i;iþ1 is the flow vector
173 between cells i� 1 and i and is computed using an approximate Rie-
174 mann solver and using limited extrapolated values for the state vec-

175tor at both sides of the boundary in order to obtain second-order
176total-variation-diminishing behavior. The sources vector C i contains
177the terms that affect the cell globally and not only on the inter-cell
178interfaces, such as heat flow.
179The non-uniformity of the flow in the volute outlet during the
180pulse transmission cannot be captured with such a 1D model as
181those of [17]. This could be done with a quasi-2D model of the
182volute, in which the tangential and radial components are calcu-
183lated by imposing conservation of angular momentum, similar to
184the work presented by [24] for a centrifugal compressor. In the
185special case of the volute, where a lateral window permits the air
186to flow outside of it, the flow mainly moves along the azimuthal
187coordinate except near the window, where an important radial
188component appears. This radial component generates source terms
189for each volute computational cell. The volute is simulated as a
190tapered duct with one end connected to the turbine inlet one-
191dimensional duct, another end connected again to the first one
192so some recirculation is possible around the volute tongue, and
193source terms for each cell that are computed using the stator
194results:

Table 1
Situation of the different sections considered in the computational domain.

Section number Description

0 Domain inlet
1 Turbine inlet
2 Volute outlet � stator inlet
3 Stator outlet � rotor inlet
4 Rotor outlet
5 Turbine outlet
6 Domain outlet

Section 1

Section 2

Section 3

Section 4

Section 5

Section 3 Section 2

Fig. 1. CFD domain with highlighted sections.

Table 2
Simulated cases.

Case Rotor speed (krpm) B.C. frequency (Hz) Inlet total pressure (kPa)

1 90 50 100–220
2 90 130 100–220
3 180 50 150–330
4 180 130 150–330
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195

C i ¼
dm
dt

����
i

�
1
ui

ht;i

0
B@

1
CA ð2Þ

197197

198 The stator is simulated as several constant total enthalpy ele-
199 ments, each one connected to a volute cell and to a virtual plenum
200 that lies between the stator and the rotor. Each stator channel gen-
201 erates source terms for the volute cell to which it is attached and
202 contributes to the total flow that enters the virtual plenum. The
203 mass flow rate _mst;i for the stator channel number i is:
204

dm
dt

����
st;i

¼ A3 � CDst
Aw;iP
Aw;i

� sina3 �
p2t;iffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
R � T2t;i

p �
p2t;i

p3

� �� 1
nst;i

�

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2 � c

c� 1
� 1�

p2t;i

p3

� �1�nst;i
nst;i

2
4

3
5

vuuut ð3Þ
206206

207 The stator inlet total pressure p2t;i and temperature T2t;i are
208 computed in the volute cell from which the flow comes, and the
209 stator outlet pressure p3 is computed in the stator outlet virtual
210 plenum. The stator outlet total surface A3 is multiplied by the ratio
211 between the volute cell window surface Aw;i and the total volute
212 window surface

P
Aw;i and by a discharge coefficient CDst to get

213 the stator channel effective area. Fig. 2 shows the entropy produc-
214 tion of two different simulated points, one at a high expansion
215 ratio and other at a low expansion ratio. Although the rotor gener-
216 ates more entropy than the stator, the stator is not totally ideal

217and, thus, its expansion is computed following a polytropic pro-
218cess. The polytropic coefficient nst;i used during the expansion is
219computed using a losses model that estimates the stator total pres-
220sure loss as being proportional to the dynamic pressure at the sta-
221tor inlet. This total pressure loss model is a simplified Darcy-
222Weisbach equation with a constant friction coefficient. Several
223methods to model the turbine inefficiencies can be found in [25].
224The stator outlet flow angle a3 is computed using a boundary ele-
225ments method (BEM). In order to compute it using BEM, the flow is
226supposed to be bidimensional, homentropic and non-compress-
227ible. This way, the stator blades can be approximated as flat panels
228and the flow is computed using a distribution of discrete potential
229singularities in the panels and the origin, as schematically shown
230in Fig. 3. The method is explained in detail in Appendix A.

0 25 50 75

s [J kg−1 K−1]

550

600

650

700

T
[K

]

Stator
Rotor

Fig. 2. Entropy production at two different simulated points.

Origin

Blade vortex
Blade control point
Stator inlet control point
Stator outlet control point

Fig. 3. BEM model used to compute the stator outlet flow angle.
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Fig. 4. Turbine inlet corrected mass flow rate _m�
1 vs. the turbine total to static

expansion ratio p1t=p5.
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231 The rotor is simulated as a constant rothalpy element. Its mass,
232 momentum and total enthalpy flow is computed and used as a
233 boundary flow for the virtual plenum and for the first cell of the
234 turbine outlet duct. Again, the polytropic coefficient nrt is com-
235 puted using several losses models that estimate its total pressure
236 loss. In this case, however, the rotor relative outlet flow angle b4

237 is imposed instead of computed. The rotor mass flow rate _mrt is:238

dm
dt

����
rt

¼
p3t;rel

R �T3t;rel
�

p3t;rel

p4

� �� 1
nrt

�A4

� sinb4 2 � c
c�1

�R �T3t;rel � 1�
p3t;rel

p4

� �1�nrt
nrt

2
4

3
5�x2 � r2rt;in ��r2rt;out

� 	8<
:

9=
;

1
2

ð4Þ240240

241The rotor inlet total relative pressure p3t;rel and temperature
242T3t;rel are computed in Eqs. (A.25) and (A.24). The rotor outlet pres-
243sure p4 is the pressure of the first computational cell of the turbine
244outlet duct. The rotor wheel inlet rrt;in and mean outlet radius �rrt;out
245and the rotor outlet section A4 are physically measurable, while the
246relative outlet flow angle b4 is very similar to the metal angle but
247has a small deflection from it.
248Finally, the full model is time-integrated using a classical ordin-
249ary differential equations (ODE) solving scheme.
250The model uses four adjusting parameters that can be obtained
251using a turbine map or CFD data: a stator passage losses coefficient
252Kst;loss, the optimum rotor inlet flow angle b3;opt , a rotor passage
253losses coefficient Krt;loss;psg and the rotor outlet relative flow angle
254b4. Other model parameters are geometric and can be obtained

Fig. 5. Stator corrected mass flow rate _m�
st vs. the stator total to static expansion

ratio p2t=p3.

Fig. 6. Rotor corrected mass flow rate _m�
rt vs. the rotor total to static expansion ratio

p3t=p4.
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255 using CAD files or direct measurement of the turbine, if it is
256 available.

257 3. Validation and results discussion

258 The simplified model has been validated against U-RANS simu-
259 lations done by Galindo et al. [10]. The simulations where done
260 using a k�x SST model for turbulence, maintaining a yþ equal
261 to one, which usually is the preferred model when computing tur-
262 bomachinery, as seen in Galindo et al. [26]. The convective terms
263 were computed using a second-order upwind scheme and the
264 unsteady terms were integrated using a first-order implicit scheme
265 in time. 1:8� of rotor turning per time-step were used, and the

266mesh was formed by 2 million cells. In order to take into account
267the rotor movement, a sliding mesh model were used. A mesh
268independence analysis was carried out to assess the validity of
269the results.
270The boundary conditions consisted of an isentropic pulsating
271total pressure and temperature inlet and a constant static pressure
272outlet. The total pressure at the inlet described a pure sinusoidal
273evolution. The rotor speed was maintained constant. The different
274cases are described in Table 2.
275All the data has been simulated also using a totally unidimen-
276sional equivalent volute, while keeping the stator and rotor mod-
277els. As there is no information about the stator inlet angle using
278this approach, the stator outlet angle has been set to the mean
279value obtained from the 3D simulations.
280Fig. 4 shows the turbine inlet corrected mass flow rate _m�

1 ver-
281sus the turbine total to static expansion ratio, p1t=p5. The turbine
282inlet corrected mass flow rate is described as:
283

_m�
1 ¼ _m1 �

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
T1t

Tref

s
�
pref

p1t
ð5Þ

285285

286where the reference temperature is Tref ¼ 288:15 K and the refer-
287ence pressure pref ¼ 101325 Pa. The figure shows good agreement
288between the CFD computation and the simplified model results.
289At the highest frequency, the amplitude of the oscillation is slightly
290overestimated using the old volute model, while the quasi-bidimen-
291sional approximation shows better behavior.

Fig. 7. Stator outlet flow angle a3 vs. the stator total to static expansion ratio p2t=p3.

90 krpm, 130 Hz, very high expansion ratio

90 krpm, 130 Hz, very low expansion ratio

Fig. 8. Stream lines at two different expansion ratios.
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292 The corrected mass flow rate for the stator _m�
st and the rotor _m�

rt

293 are shown in Figs. 5 and 6. Their mass flow rates are corrected
294 using the stator inlet total pressure and temperature and the rotor
295 inlet total pressure and temperature, respectively. Again, the
296 results are satisfactory in both cases. The rotor shows its biggest
297 discrepancies at high speeds and low expansion ratios: this can
298 be explained by the constant rotor outlet relative flow angle
299 approach, and should be corrected in future works. In these cases,
300 the amplitude of the mass flow rate oscillation is higher and better
301 reproduced using the quasi-bidimensional volute.
302 Fig. 7 shows the results for the stator outlet flow angle. The sim-
303 plified model is not able to reproduce the biggest oscillations.

304However, this does not suppose big problems in the turbine power
305output nor its mass flow rate. The potential stator hypothesis can-
306not stand against the fact that, when the biggest discrepancies
307appear, the expansion ratio and, thus, the flow speed is very low,
308easing the appearance of non-isentropic behavior such as bound-
309ary layer and wake growth and flow detachment, a can be seen
310in Fig. 8. In this figure, streamlines are plotted at two different
311times for case 2. At the lowest expansion ratio, the flow is almost
312tangential to the rotor and flow detachments appear. This kind of
313flow behavior is not taken into account using potential flow theory
314and, thus, cannot be computed properly without further refine-

Fig. 9. Stator polytropic coefficient nst vs. the stator total to static expansion ratio
p2t=p3.

Fig. 10. Rotor polytropic coefficient nrt vs. the rotor total to static expansion ratio
p3t=p4.
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315 ments of the model. Flow detachment appear at stator expansion
316 ratios less than 1:15 and turbine expansion ratios around 1:5 in
317 the turbine that the authors studied, but further studies are needed
318 to give a general rule for different turbines.

319Fig. 9 shows the differences between the CFD and the simple
320model stator polytropic coefficient. The mean value and some of
321the variations are correctly taken into account, but the model
322underestimates the amplitude of the oscillation. The cases at
32390 krpm where simulated with a very broad range of expansion
324ratios, even generating negative power output. At very low expan-
325sion ratios, the polytropic coefficient experiences large variations,
326presumably due to flow detachment. The differences in the stream-
327lines are clearly visible in Fig. 8, where the same case is plotted for
328a high expansion ratio and a low expansion ratio. At high expan-
329sion ratios, the flow is perfectly attached to the stator blade, while
330recirculation bubbles and full detachments appear in the very low
331expansion ratio case. While the stator head loss is approximately

Table 3
Turbine power output _W error.

Case CFD (W) Simplified model (W) Error (%)

1 2867.1 2800.0 2.3
2 2841.7 2794.2 1.7
3 9160.3 8978.5 2.0
4 9113.7 8943.7 1.9

Fig. 11. Turbine power output _W vs. the turbine total to static expansion ratio
p1t=p5.

Fig. 12. Volute outlet speed u2 for 181 krpm and 130 Hz.
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332 proportional to the dynamic pressure at its inlet in quasi-station-
333 ary or low frequency boundary conditions with attached flow, it
334 begins to differ as accumulation effects and flow detachments rise.
335 Fig. 10 shows the differences between the CFD and the simple
336 model rotor polytropic coefficient. Again, large variations appear
337 at very low expansion ratios. Albeit not perfectly, the general shape
338 of the polytropic coefficient excursion is reproduced and, thus, the
339 power output is satisfactorily computed: as can be seen in Table 3
340 and in Fig. 11, the error committed while computing the power
341 output is small. As in the stator case, the flow recirculates at very
342 low expansion ratios, difficulting the polytropic coefficient estima-
343 tion. A possible improvement in the accuracy could be achieved by
344 means of two-zone modeling during recirculation events, using
345 different models for attached and detached flow.

346Fig. 11 shows the turbine power output plotted against the tur-
347bine expansion ratio. The biggest errors appear at the highest
348expansion ratios, where the polytropic coefficient is underesti-
349mated, and at the lower expansion ratios, where it is overesti-
350mated. Further refinements of the losses modeling should correct
351this discrepancies.
352Fig. 12 shows the volute outlet velocity distribution at four dif-
353ferent times for the case at 181 krpm and 130 Hz. The volute outlet
354speed is plotted against an angular coordinate: this angular coordi-
355nate begins at the volute tongue, with positive angles measured in
356the normal flow direction. The model has been computed using an
357unusually large number of cells for the volute, 90. The stator
358screws generate some blockage effect, so the volute outlet surface
359has been reduced in the presence of these fixing screws. The simple
360model is able to reproduce the dynamic behavior across the volute,
361what it is expected to give it better high frequency prediction capa-
362bilities than more simple models, like using an straight duct for
363computing the volute. Fig. 13 shows the volute total temperature
364at different angular positions. Again, the model is able to estimate
365this temperature distribution across the volute thanks to the quasi-
366bidimensional approach for volute modeling, giving results that
367cannot be accomplished with a more simple equivalent one-
368dimensional duct.
369It has been shown that, while the overall turbine power output
370error is small, there are some problems at high expansion ratios.
371This is expected to happen due to two different limitations of the
372current model: the rotor outlet flow angle is fixed for all operating
373conditions and the losses models underestimate the polytropic
374coefficient at high expansion ratios. As losses coefficients are
375adjusted for a fixed flow angle while in the CFD simulation vary,
376their values are not optimally selected. A more realistic rotor outlet
377flow angle model should enhance the model results. Also, at very
378low expansion ratios flow detachment and even inverse rotor
379and stator flow may appear, while the current model cannot com-
380pute properly these situations. These effects limit the extrapolation
381capabilities of the presented model and will be taken into account
382in future works.

3834. Conclusions

384This paper describes a simple turbine model aimed to be used
385for transient pulsating flow applications typical of engine develop-
386ment. The model has proved to successfully reproduce the behav-
387ior obtained by U-RANS simulations of an automotive radial
388turbine at different operating speeds and pressure oscillation
389frequencies.
390As the main accumulation and wave effects occur in the volute,
391an upgrade from the classic equivalent straight one-dimensional
392duct is needed to better compute the turbine response at very high
393frequencies. The turbine model presented here has not been tested
394with high frequency boundary conditions, but it shows promising
395results while computing the characteristics of the flow across the
396volute. At 130 Hz, the wave length is about 3.8 m for the tested
397cases, while the volute length is about 0.25 m, only an order of
398magnitude smaller: the wave effects are important enough to be
399seen in Figs. 12 and 13, and the model is able to capture them. Also,
400both the mass flow rate and the turbine power output is better
401reproduced using the quasi-bidimensional turbine than with a
402classical one-dimensional model of the volute. With classical
403equivalent one-dimensional volute models some of the accumula-
404tion and wave effects are captured, but their results are inherently
405less capable of capturing high frequency effects: at any given time,
406there could be important differences in the flow characteristics at
407different positions inside the volute that cannot be computed.
408With the quasi-bidimensional volute, different stator channels

Fig. 13. Volute total temperature T2t for 181 krpm and 130 Hz.
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409 may be subjected to different inlet conditions, while with the fully
410 one-dimensional volute there is only one equivalent stator channel
411 exposed to the duct outlet conditions. It is even possible to use dif-
412 ferent volute window areas for each cell in case that in the real tur-
413 bine some channel blockage is expected due to mounting screws.
414 The quasi-bidimensional model is also trivially adapted to twin-
415 entry and waste-gate turbines.
416 Also, it has been demonstrated that a BEMmodel is able to com-
417 pute the stator outlet flow angle with good precision even for tran-
418 sient pulsating flow applications only by imposing basic geometric
419 information. This is specially important in order to compute the
420 turbine behavior at stator angles not represented in the turbine
421 map: the angle does not need to be interpolated but can be directly
422 computed. With more complex vane geometries it should be pos-
423 sible to get good results by rising the number of panels used to
424 approximate the blades. The BEM model starts to fail with low
425 expansion ratios due to the flow being too distant from homentro-
426 pic conditions but behaves well at high Mach number. In order to
427 improve the predictions with wide wakes and flow detachments
428 while maintaining low computational costs, general correlations
429 coupled with the current model should be developed.
430 The small hysteretic behavior of the stator and the rotor is also
431 approximated, although it has low influence in the global behavior
432 of the turbine at low andmedium frequencies. At very high frequen-
433 cies, however, it is expected that this hysteretic effects will grow.
434 In order to improve and test the presented model, the following
435 works will be made:

436 � Test the model at high frequencies (1000 Hz and higher).
437 � Test the model with more complex stator geometries.
438 � Improve rotor modeling by computing its outlet relative flow
439 angle.
440 � Improve stator and rotor losses modeling.
441 � Test whether general correlations for stator outlet flow angle
442 and polytropic coefficients at very low expansion ratios and,
443 thus, partially detached flow are feasible.
444
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450 Appendix A. Detailed model description

451 In this section, the model will be described in detail. First, the
452 method used to compute one-dimensional models will be
453 described, including the special case of the volute. Then, the stator
454 model will be presented. Last, the rotor model will be shown.

455 A.1. One-dimensional elements

456 One-dimensional elements such as the inlet and outlet are dis-
457 cretized using a finite-volume approach, dividing each one in com-
458 putational cells that are described by their state vector:
459

w ¼
q

q � u
q � et

0
B@

1
CA ¼

q
q � u

q � cv � T þ q � u2=2

0
B@

1
CA ðA:1Þ

461461

462 where q is the density, u is the fluid speed, cv is the specific heat
463 capacity at constant volume, T is the fluid temperature and p is
464 the fluid pressure. Also, an ideal gas law is used

465The finite-volume problem is computed using a Godunov’s
466scheme, as first described in the work by the mentioned author
467[27]:
468

d �wi

dt
¼

Ai�1;i � F i�1;i � Ai;iþ1 � F i;iþ1 þ C i
� �

Vi
ðA:2Þ 470470

471where t is the time, �wi represents the mean value of the state vector
472in the cell i;Ai�1;i is the boundary surface between cell i� 1 and cell
473i; F i�1;i is the flow vector between cells i� 1 and i;C i is the source
474terms vector affecting cell i and Vi is the volume of the cell.
475The source term is computed as:
476

C i ¼
0

pi � Ai�1;i � Ai;iþ1
� �

0

2
64

3
75 ðA:3Þ

478478

479The flow vector is obtained by using an approximate Riemann
480solver: several methods has been implemented to asses their valid-
481ity for this particular problem. Eq. (A.2) is solved iteratively using a
482classical ODE solver: again, several solvers has been implemented
483and tested. The time-step Dt is chosen at each integration step in
484order to obey the Courant–Friedrichs–Lewy (CFL) condition [28].
485In order to improve the spatial accuracy of the integration, a sec-
486ond order Monotone Upstream-centered Schemes for Conservation
487Laws (MUSCL) scheme has been implemented. In a MUSCL scheme,
488as described by van Leer in [21], the state vector is reconstructed at
489each side of the boundary between two cells at the beginning of
490each time-step using a linear or higher order extrapolation, limiting
491this extrapolation so the scheme obtains total variation diminishing
492(TVD) properties. A linear extrapolation has been chosen, so second
493order accuracy is obtainedwhere the state vector is smooth enough,
494degrading the solution to first order where sharp discontinuities are
495present. Several limiter functions have been implemented and
496tested, finding only small differences between them.
497The connection between one-dimensional elements is computed
498using a virtual duct consisting of four cells: two for the ending of the
499first element and other two for the start of the other element. This
500way, the flow vector between the second and the third virtual cells
501is the flow that leaves the last cell of the first element and the one
502that enters the first cell of the second element, maintaining second
503order TVD properties in the boundary condition.
504In the particular case of the volute, the flow is supposed tobe fun-
505damentally one-dimensional except for the small lateral window
506that connects itwith the stator: at each time-step the stator is solved
507as a boundary condition that generates additional source terms in
508the volute. Each volute cell is connected to a stator channel:
509

C i ¼

dm
dt

��
st

dm
dt

��
st � u

dm
dt

��
st � cp � Tt

0
BB@

1
CCA

i

ðA:4Þ
511511

512where dm
dt

��
st i

is the mass flow rate that goes through the volute win-
513dow at cell i to the stator. This source terms vector is summed with
514the normal source terms vector. The volute has other particularity:
515its end is connected to its inlet, so some recirculation is possible.
516The volute inlet is, thus, connected to the volute outlet and to the
517turbine inlet duct outlet.
518The stator model also maintains some accumulation effects and
519it is partly simulated as an equivalent cell with a volume equal to
520the actual volume occupied by the real stator. The flow vector that
521enters the stator is computed as:
522

F ¼

P dm
dt

��
st;i

0P dm
dt

� ��
st
� cp � Tt

	
i

2
664

3
775 ðA:5Þ

524524
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525 and the flow vector that leaves the stator and enters the rotor is:
526

F ¼

dm
dt

��
rt

0
dm
dt

��
rt � cp � T3t

0
B@

1
CA ðA:6Þ

528528

529 where dm
dt

��
rt is the mass flow rate that goes through the rotor and T3t

530 is the total temperature at the stator finite-volume cell. The pres-
531 ence of this stator cell not only provides accumulation effects for
532 the stator, but also uncouples the rotor from the stator flow: as this
533 is known at the stator cell at the beginning of each time-step, it can
534 be used as an input for the rotor flow simulation instead of solving
535 the coupled stator-rotor system.
536 Finally, the flow that enters the boundary between the rotor
537 and the turbine outlet is:
538

F ¼

dm
dt

��
rt

dm
dt

��
rt
�w4 � sin b4 þ p4

dm
dt

��
rt � cp � T4t

0
BB@

1
CCA ðA:7Þ

540540

541 where w4 is the rotor outlet relative speed, b4 is the rotor outlet rel-
542 ative flow angle and T4t is the total temperature at the rotor outlet.

543 A.2. Stator flow

544 Each stator channel outlet speed is computed assuming a con-
545 stant total enthalpy evolution:
546

T2t i ¼ T3t i ) ust;i ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2 � cp � T2t � T3ð Þ

q ���
i

¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2 � R � c

c� 1
� T2t � 1� p2t

p3

� �1�nst
nst

2
4

3
5

vuuut
�������
i

ðA:8Þ
548548

549 where ust i is the stator outlet speed for the stator channel connected
550 to the volute cell i; nst is the polytropic coefficient of the evolution,
551 the conditions at the stator inlet T2t i and p2t i are computed in the
552 cell i at the volute and the pressure p3 is the pressure computed
553 at the cell that represents the accumulation effects of the stator.
554 To compute the mass flow rate, the stator outlet density is
555 needed:
556

q3 ¼ p3

R � T3
¼ p3

p2t;i
� T2t;i

T3
�

p2t;i

R � T2t;i
¼

p2t;i

R � T2t;i
�

p2t;i

p3

� �� 1
nst

ðA:9Þ
558558

559 The mass flow rate that flows outside the volute cell i is:
560

dm
dt

����
st;i

¼ A3 � CDst
Aw;iP
Aw;i

� sina3 �
p2t

R � T2t
� p2t

p3

� �� 1
nst

� ust

" #
i

ðA:10Þ
562562

563 where CDst represents a discharge coefficient that reflects that the
564 area at the compressor outlet is partially blocked by the rotor
565 blades, Awi is the volute window surface at cell i and a3 is the abso-
566 lute stator outlet angle, i.e., the flow angle measured in an inertial
567 reference frame fixed in the turbine body. a3 is equal to 0 when
568 the flow is fully tangential and travels in the same direction than
569 the rotor blades, and is equal to p=2 when the flow is fully radial.
570 The stator outlet mean speed ust can be computed using this mass
571 flow rate:
572

ust ¼
P

ust;i � dmdt
��
iP dm

dt

��
i

ðA:11Þ
574574

575

576 CDst is computed as follows:
577

CDst ¼
A3 � Art;in;bl

A3
¼ 2 � p � rrt;in � yst � Art;bl

2 � p � rrt;in � yst
ðA:12Þ

579579

580where A3 is the stator outlet surface, Art;in;bl is the surface blocked by
581the rotor blades at its inlet, rrt;in is the rotor inlet radius and yst is the
582stator height.
583In the case that very large expansion ratio occurs in the stator,
584the flowwill become choked: to compute this situation, the follow-
585ing procedure is used:

586� The stator outlet pressure that generates choked flow is com-
587puted, see Eq. (A.13).
588� The evolution is calculated between the stator total inlet pres-
589sure and the stator outlet pressure that generates choke.
590� The stator outlet speed is computed iteratively in order to com-
591ply with the following:
592–The mass flow rate should be that of sonic blockage.
593–The total temperature is conserved.
594–The ideal gas law is obeyed.
595

596

597In choke conditions, the stator outlet speed is equal to the speed
598of sound. This gives the following equation:
599

p3;ch;i ¼ p2t;i �
cþ 1
2

� � nst;i
1�nst;i ðA:13Þ

601601

602To compute the polytropic coefficient found in Eq. (A.10), the
603real evolution is divided in two effective simple ideal processes,
604which are shown schematically in Fig. A.14:

605� An evolution from p2t to p2t � Dpst;loss, where some total pressure
606is dissipated increasing the specific entropy.
607� An isentropic evolution from p2t � Dpst;loss to p3.
608

609This evolution is equivalent to the direct one with a polytropic
610coefficient:
611

p2t

p3

� �nst�1
nst

¼
p2t � Dpst;loss

p3

� �c�1
c

ðA:14Þ
613613

614The dissipated stagnation pressure due to losses in the stator is
615assimilated to the losses in a passage due to turbulence, which are
616proportional to the dynamic pressure: 617

Dpst;loss ¼ Kst;loss �
q2 � uij j2

2
ðA:15Þ 619619

620where the dynamic pressure is that of the stator inlet, taking into
621account both components of the speed (tangential and radial):
622

q2 � uij j2 ¼ q2 � u2
i þ

dm
dt

����
st;i

� 1
Aw;i

ðA:16Þ
624624

625where the tangential speed has been approximated by the mean
626tangential speed in the volute cell and the radial speed is computed
627using the mass flow rate that leaves the volute cell by its window. In

Fig. A.14. Schematic evolution for modeling losses.
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628 order to accelerate the computation, the mass flow rate used to
629 compute the losses can be the one from the last time-step.
630 Finally, the stator flowangle is approximated assuming bidimen-
631 sional, inviscid, uncompressible and homentropic conditions. It is
632 important to note that these assumptions are only used to compute
633 the stator outlet flow angle. This way, there is potential flow in the
634 stator and the speed can be computed solving Laplace’s equation.
635 Laplace’s equation can be solved using a boundary elements
636 method (BEM), as can be seen in the work from Katz and Plotkin
637 [29]:

638 � Each stator blade is discretized as a single panel.
639 –A point vortex singularity is placed in the quarter-chord
640 point.
641 –The flow is forced to be tangential to the three-quarter-
642 chord point.643

644 � The flow has polar periodicity.
645 � A point vortex singularity is placed in the center of the stator
646 plane.
647 � An unitary point sink singularity is placed in the center of the
648 stator plane.
649 � The speed is forced to have the same mean angle at the stator
650 inlet as it has at the volute outlet in the last integration step.
651 � After solving the BEM problem, the speed angle is obtained at
652 the stator outlet control point.
653

654 This simplified model can be seen in Fig. 3. In this figure, the
655 stator blades are descretized as single flat panels and the flow is
656 forced to be tangential to the three-quarter-chord points and to
657 the known stator inlet flow from the last time-step. The blades
658 may be discretized with more panels if a lack of accuracy is
659 observed with only one element per blade.
660 The induced speed at point p due to an unitary sink singularity
661 at point s is:
662

usink p; sð Þ ¼ �
cos h

2�p� p�sj j
sin h

2�p� p�sj j

 !
ðA:17Þ

664664

665 where h is the angle formed between the radius vector p and the
666 radius vector s. The induced speed at point p due to a point vortex
667 singularity at point s is:
668

uvortex p; sð Þ ¼ C �
sin h

2�p� p�sj j
� cos h

2�p� p�sj j

 !
ðA:18Þ

670670

671 where C is the vortex strength. Imposing the boundary conditions,
672 so the induced speed due to all the singularities is tangential to the
673 last computed flow at the stator inlet and to the stator blades at the
674 three-quarter-chord point of a blade, the problem becomes:
675

AIC �
Cbl

Corigin

� �
¼ �

usink pbl;bc; o
� �

� nbl;bc

usink pst;in;bc; o
� �

� nst;in;bc

" #
ðA:19Þ

677677

678 where AIC is the matrix of aerodynamic influence coefficients, Cbl is
679 the vortex strength of the stator blades, Corigin is the vortex strength
680 of the origin, pbl;bc is the three-quarter-chord point of one of the
681 blades, nbl;bc is the normal vector to the blade chord at that point,
682 o is the point at the origin of the stator reference frame, pst;in;bc is
683 the point at the stator inlet where the flow speed angle at the last
684 time-step is known and nst;in;bc is the normal vector to that flow
685 speed. AIC is computed as follows:
686

AIC1;1 ¼
X

uvortex pbl;bc;pbl;qc

� �
� nbl;bc

AIC1;2 ¼ uvortex pbl;bc;o
� �

� nbl;bc

AIC2;1 ¼
X

uvortex pst;in;bc;pbl;qc

� �
� nst;in;bc

AIC2;2 ¼ uvortex pst;in;bc; o
� �

� nst;in;bc

ðA:20Þ

688688

689where pbl;qc is the blade quarter-chord point where the vortex is
690located. AIC1;1 and AIC2;1 are computing using a summatory for
691all the blades quarter-chord points. As seen in Eq. (A.20), the
692second row of AIC has to be computed only if there is a change
693in the geometry of the stator (i.e., the blades are rotated) and
694the first row only depends of the inlet flow angle for a given
695position of the blades, so memoisation techniques has been
696applied in order to minimize even more the computational cost
697of computing the stator outlet flow angle. After solving Eq.
698(A.19) and obtaining the strength of the vortexes, the induced
699speed is computed at a point in the stator outlet: a3 is taken
700as the angle of this induced speed.

701A.3. Rotor flow

702The rotor outlet speed is computed assuming a constant roth-
703alpy evolution. This way, the rotor outlet relative speed w4

704becomes:
705

T3t;rel �
x � rrt;in
� �2

2 � cp
¼ T4 �

x � �rrt;outð Þ2 �w2
4

2 � cp
ðA:21Þ

707707

708

w4 ¼ 2 � cp � T3t;rel � T4
� �

�x2 � r2rt;in � �r2rt;out
� 	h i1

2 ðA:22Þ 710710

711

w4 ¼ 2 � c
c�1

�R �T3t;rel � 1�
p3t;rel

p4

� �1�nrt
nrt

2
4

3
5�x2 � r2rt;in��r2rt;out

� 	8<
:

9=
;

1
2

ðA:23Þ 713713

714where x is the rotational speed of the rotor, rrt;in is the rotor inlet
715radius and �rrt;out is the rotor outlet mean radius. The relative pres-
716sure and temperature p3t;rel and T3t;rel are computed as follows:
717

T3t;rel ¼ T3 þ
w2

3

2 � cp
ðA:24Þ

719719

720

p3t;rel ¼ p3t �
T3t;rel

T3t

� �c�1
c

ðA:25Þ
722722

723The rotor inlet pressure and temperature are that of the stator
724cell and the outlet pressure is the pressure of the first cell of the
725turbine outlet.
726The rotor inlet relative speed w3 is computed as:
727

w3;r ¼ ust � sina3

w3;s ¼ ust � cosa3 �x � rrt;in

w3 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
w2

3;r þw2
3;s

q ðA:26Þ

729729

730where w3;r is the radial rotor inlet relative speed and w3;s is the tan-
731gential rotor inlet relative speed. A schematic drawing of the rotor
732inlet is shown in Fig. A.15, while the rotor outlet is shown in
733Fig. A.16.
734To compute the rotor mass flow rate, the rotor outlet density is
735needed:
736

q4 ¼ p4

R � T4
¼ p4

p3t;rel
� T3t;rel

T4
�

p3t;rel

R � T3t;rel
¼

p3t;rel

R � T3t;rel
�

p3t;rel

p4

� �� 1
nrt

ðA:27Þ
738738

739Thus, the rotor outlet mass flow rate becomes:
740

dm
dt

����
rt

¼
p3t;rel

R � T3t;rel
�

p3t;rel

p4

� �� 1
nrt

� A4 � sin b4 �w4 ðA:28Þ
742742

743The rotor outlet total temperature is:
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744

T4t ¼ T3t;rel �
p3;rel

p4

� �nrt�1
nrt

þ w4 � sin b4ð Þ2

2 � cp

þ w4 � cosb4 þx � �rrt;outð Þ2

2 � cp
ðA:29Þ

746746

747 As in the case of the stator, the polytropic coefficient can be
748 computed using losses models that dissipate stagnation pressure
749 from the rotor inlet conditions to a virtual state after which a con-
750 stant-entropy evolution is done.
751 In this case, several losses models are used to compute Dprt;loss.
752 The first implemented model is due to Futral and Wasserbauer
753 [30], and it is commonly known as the NASA model. This model
754 can be implemented by a first virtual kinetic energy loss equivalent
755 to the kinetic energy of the tangential component of the rotor inlet
756 flow followed by an isobaric process to recover the rotor inlet total
757 relative temperature:
758

Dprt;loss;NASA

p3t;rel
¼ 1�

T3t;rel �
w2

3 �sin b3;opt�b3ð Þ2
2�cp

T3t;rel

2
64

3
75

c
c�1

ðA:30Þ
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761 where b3 is the stator outlet flow angle in relative coordinates and
762 b3;opt is the rotor inlet optimum angle. At the rotor inlet optimum
763 angle the flow experiences no losses due to the NASA shock losses
764 model.
765 The second losses model is due to Wasserbauer and Glassman
766 [31], and it is computed as a stagnation pressure loss proportional
767 to the dynamic pressure at the rotor outlet plus the radial compo-
768 nent of the rotor inlet dynamic pressure:
769

Dprt;loss;psg ¼
Kloss;psg

2
� q3 �w2

3;r þ q4 �w2
4

� 	
ðA:31Þ771771

772 where Kloss;psg is a constant for a given turbine. The last time-step
773 rotor outlet relative velocity can be used to reduce computational
774 costs. Thus, the total pressure loss becomes:
775

Dprt;loss ¼ Dprt;loss;NASA þ Dprt;loss;psg ðA:32Þ777777

778 Although tip clearance losses due to recirculation affect the
779 rotor efficiency as can be seen in some recent works such as
780 Huang’s thesis [32], the U-RANS simulations used to calibrate the
781 model lacked such effects, so no tip clearance losses model has
782 been implemented.
783 Finally, if the rotor pressure ratio is high enough, the flow
784 becomes sonic in the rotor throat. The rotor outlet pressure that
785 produces critic conditions can be computed similarly to that of
786 the stator, as seen in Eq. (A.13).
787

p4;ch ¼
2 � cp � T3t;rel �x2 r2rt;in � �r2rt;out

� 	
1þ 2

c�1

� 	
� c � R � T3t;rel

2
4

3
5

nrt
nrt�1

ðA:33Þ
789789

790At each time-step, p4;ch is computed: if the rotor outlet pressure
791is less than it, the mass flow rate is computed as if p4 ¼ p4;ch and the
792final outlet speed is computed so the gas law is obeyed and the
793rotor outlet total temperature is equal to that of the rotor throat.
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